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Descriptive Inventory

SC 3305  BANDY, Richard Lewis

1 folder. 4 items. 2018. Originals, photographs.
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC 3305  BANDY, Richard Lewis 2018

Letter, 9 November 2018, of Richard L. Bandy, Bowling Green, Kentucky, to Mary Alice Oliver, in response to her article in a local magazine about Massey’s Mill in Warren County, Kentucky. Bandy provides recollections of a water-powered mill located on property owned by his family on Middle Fork Creek at Drake, Kentucky. Includes two photographs of the mill, a map showing its location, and Oliver’s reply to the letter.
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Link, John Vernon, 1874-1947 – Relating to Mills and millwork – Warren County Oliver, Mary Alice – Letter to Water mills – Warren County
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